The Internal Precedent for the Utilization of the Literal Grammatical-Historical
Hermeneutics as Found in the Book of Revelation
Introduction
The author of Revelation begins with arguably the most pressing introduction within all
of Divine literature, “The Revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave Him to show to His bondservants, the things which must soon take place; and He sent and communicated it by His angel
to His bond-servant John, who testified to the word of God and to the testimony of Jesus Christ,
even to all that he saw. Blessed is he who reads and those who hear the words of the prophecy
and heed the things which are written in it; for the time is near.”1 John the Apostle begins by
identifying the source of the revelation, the stance by which to receive it, the result of those who
read and keep its contents and repeats the urgency which defines the information of the
revelation.
Revelation is a critical part of the Biblical canon2 yet often misunderstood due to either a
shift in hermeneutics or simply a poor hermeneutic consistently used throughout the Bible as a
whole3. Reformed theologian, Louis Berkhof, points this out clearly in his critique of
Premillennialism, “The theory [Premillennialism] is based on a literal interpretation of the
prophetic delineations of the future of Israel and of the Kingdom of God, which is entirely
untenable [emphasis mine].”4 While Berkhof disagrees with the conclusion of Premillennialism,
or a literal interpretation of prophecy, he recognizes the battlefield for proper understanding of
prophecy is that of interpretation or hermeneutics.
Hermeneutics finds its proper place in epistemology, the foundational category of one’s
worldview5. Within epistemology (the study of knowledge/certainty), the source of authority and
how to interpret or understand that authority is established. How should one understand the book
of Revelation? Berkhof was correct – the varying answers to this question leads to varying
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disagreements within the metaphysical topic of eschatology. However, the more foundational
question is “How should one understand the book of Revelation based on the proper authority?”
Hermeneutics is an important study but must be established on the proper authority. If the
hermeneutic theory is not grounded upon God’s word, it is fallacious and insufficient for a
proper understanding of the Bible.6
Berkhof makes posits the idea that understanding prophecy using a literal methodology is
entirely untenable. While much discussion has been had regarding the meaning of literal,
Berkhof presents a methodology whenever approaching prophecy which goes against a
normative understanding.7 For example, Berkhof posits, “Moreover, he should not proceed on
the assumption that prophecies are always fulfilled in the exact form in which they were uttered.
The presumption is that, if they are fulfilled in a later dispensation, the dispensational form will
be disregard in the fulfillment.”8 Interestingly, though Berkhof argues for the illegitimacy of
understanding prophecies in a normative fashion, he defines a prophecy as a proclamation of that
which God has revealed.9 The claim, then, can be understood that within this specific genre, that
which God has revealed should not always be taken normatively based on the context of when it
was said and the surrounding literature. This, however, goes against the exegetical evidence
found within various places of the Bible.
Christopher Cone illustrates this point well in a similar study throughout the books of
Genesis and Job10. Cone establishes an exegetically derived basis for a normative approach to the
Biblical canon through examining each speech act of God and the response to that speech act.
Cone concludes “because of the two-thousand-year precedent evident in Genesis and Job, any
departure from the simplicity of this method bears a strong exegetical burden of proof, requiring
that there be explicit exegetical support for any change one might perceive as necessary in
handling later Scriptures.”11
Cone demonstrates the necessity of a normative understanding in two books which are
commonly accepted as narrative.12 Many have made the claim that all messianic prophecies
pointing to Jesus’ first advent were fulfilled in a literal or normative fashion. Charles Ryrie says
it this way, “The prophecies of the first advent of Christ were all fulfilled literally. This obvious
but extremely significant fact argues for the validity and use of the literal hermeneutics in all of
biblical interpretation.”13
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A Significant Reason for Recent Departure from Normative Understanding
As Cone and Ryrie have demonstrated, there is much exegetical support within Genesis,
Job, and various prophecies for a normative understanding of the Scriptures. However, within
fairly recent development, the genre of apocalyptic literature has taken root and blossomed
throughout the theological community14. Due to various reasons such as the ambiguity of the
definition of “apocalyptic,” many theologians have concluded, based on the genre of apocalyptic
literature, an allegorical understanding of Revelation. This author would submit this is a classic
case study of genre override. After further inspection, however, it would seem it isn’t a case of
genre override, but instead a submission of the book of Revelation to a genre which isn’t correct.
As Robert Thomas points out, “no consensus exists as to a precise definition of genre.”15
Thomas continues to state the result of such reality, “…so attempts to classify portions of the
New Testament, including Revelation, are at best vague.” If genre is to be established within the
text itself, the Apostle John seems to leave no room for ambiguity within the book of
Revelation.16 Andy Woods presents an argument for the prophetic delineation of Revelation
where he establishes the necessity to consistently use the Literal Grammatical-Historical
hermeneutic.17 Robert Thomas, likewise in his commentary on Revelation states:
Most distinctive of all, however, is that this book calls itself a prophecy (1:3;
22:7, 10, 18, 19). Its contents fully justify this self-claim. Of the thirty-one
characteristics that have been cited in attempts to define apocalyptic, all when
properly understood could apply to prophecy as well, with the possible exception
of pseudonymity (which does not apply to Revelation). Alleged differences
between the Apocalypse and generally accepted works of prophecy often rest
upon inadequate interpretations of the Apocalypse.18
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Purpose of the Study
While the correct genre designation of Revelation is not the primary purpose of this
writing, it seemed necessary to give some background information regarding departures and
disagreements regarding the proper interpretation of the book. In this work, exegetical evidence
will be given for an interpretive method regarding the book of Revelation. Does God provide an
interpretive method within Revelation? If God provides an interpretive method within Revelation
itself, it would seem the classified genre of Revelation has little to no effect on the necessary
interpretive approach, especially as the apocalyptic genre is an external designation. In fact, an
external designation which requires interpretive variation from the normative understanding of
Scripture places that external data as authoritative, usurping the rightful authority of God.
A brief note on the sufficiency of Scripture is necessary at this point to justify the priority
of internal evidence for an appropriate interpretive method. Solomon establishes the beginning
requisite for knowledge and wisdom, the fear of the Lord.19 Solomon continues to provide the
source of that wisdom and knowledge, the mouth of God.20 This leads to superiority of Special
Revelation for gaining true knowledge and wisdom. In this current dispensation, with a closed
canon, that Special Revelation is found in written form; namely the Bible.21 The Bible is
sufficient to equip the believer (and contains the necessary information to convert the unbeliever)
for the good works which God has prepared beforehand.22 Similarly, God has given the believer
everything pertaining to life and godliness which is through the knowledge of Him23, which we
understand to come from the mouth of God. Because of this, the Bible should be considered
sufficient to provide its own interpretive method. After all, if external data was needed to
understand the knowledge and understanding meant from the Scriptures, how could the
Scriptures themselves be sufficient to transform the believer through the renewing of the mind?24
Would the Bible have the ability to boast about providing knowledge or certainty? This author
would submit it would lack any true certainty but would only provide certainty to the level fallen
man’s reasoning could deliver.
An Internal Model for Understanding the Bible Found Within the Book of Revelation
In order to derive an internal precedent for a normative approach to the book of
Revelation, each speech act will be recorded and the responses will be noted. By identifying a
normative understanding of the speech act, one can view the response and see if the intended
audience understood normatively. Each response will be categorized in one of two groups:
Category 1 (C1) which will be regarded as a normative response or Category 2 (C2) which will
be regarded as a response which was not based on a normative understanding.25
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Various conjugates of λέγω appear 94 times in 90 verses of Revelation. Among these
instances, 22 of them provide a response in the immediate context. Among the verses with the
responses, another 9 instances are accounted. 20 of the 94 instances appear in Revelation 2–3
which would have no way of providing a response within the text itself as the recipients would
not have had the opportunity to receive the communication until a later time. The remaining 43
speech acts do not provide a response.
Speech Acts and Responses
Speech Act – Revelation 1:11: Jesus commands John to write about everything he sees and send
it to the seven churches.
Response – Revelation 1:4; 2:1, 8, 12, 18; 3:1, 7, 14: John provides a C1 response to the writing
as he writes revelation and specific sections to the seven churches mentioned. The absence of a
C1 response recorded for the sending of the letter does not show a C2 response, but the act of
sending the book of Revelation would not be expected to have been recorded elsewhere in the
Bible as Revelation is the conclusion of the canon.
Speech Act – Revelation 1:19: Jesus implores John to write the things he’s seen, the things
which are present, and the things to come which will be shown him.
Response – There are two ways to address the response. First, the existence of the book of
Revelation shows a C1 response as John wrote the things he was told to write. Furthermore, John
wrote the book of Revelation in three different categories. He wrote the things which he had seen
(Rev. 1), the things which are (Rev. 2–3) and the things to come (Rev. 4–22).
Speech Act – Revelation 4:1b: “The first voice” commanded that John ascend or come up to see
what must take place in future events.
Response – Revelation 4:2: John provides a C1 response by ascending immediately to the throne
room of God where he begins his journey of future events.
Speech Act – Revelation 5:2: “A strong angel” asks a question regarding the opening of the
scroll which is in the hand of the one who sits on the throne.
Response – Revelation 5:3: John shows a C1 response by weeping as he found no one worthy of
opening the scroll. Furthermore, the angel comforts John by showing him One who is able to
open the book and break the seals.
Speech Act – Revelation 5:5: As John weeps from not being able to identify anyone worthy of
opening the seals within the book God holds, the angel comforts John by identifying one who is
worthy. He further implies that the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root of David, the Lamb of
God, will open the book because He has overcome.
Response – Revelation 5:6–7: We see Jesus provide a C1 response as He does in fact get up, take
the book, and begin breaking the seals within.
Speech Act – Revelation 7:13: One of the elders approaches John and asks him what is the
identity of the multitudes dressed in white robes.

Response – Revelation 7:14: After John responds by telling the elder he already knows, the elder
provides a C1 response to his own question by answering his question in a normative way. He
identifies who they are and why they have white robes.
Speech Act – Revelation 8:13: The eagle flies over the earth and proclaims a woe to all the earth
for the three trumpets that remain.
Response – Revelation 9:1, 13; 11:15: The angels provide a C1 response to the eagles warning as
they blow the remaining three trumpets. The result of the trumpets is mass destruction and
woeful events for those on the earth.
Speech Act – Revelation 10:4: After “seven peals of thunder” spoke, John was about to write
what was spoken but a voice from heaven told him not to.
Response – Revelation 10:4–5: The absence of what was said by the peals of thunder provide a
C1 response. While this instance is an argument from absence or silence, because silence was the
imperative, it provides adequate evidence for a C1 response.
Speech Act – Revelation 10:8: The voice from heaven tells John to approach the angel which
was previously described in verses 1–7 and take the book from his hand.
Response – Revelation 10:9a: John provides a C1 response as he immediately approaches the
angel and takes the book from his hand.
Speech Act – Revelation 10:9b: After John takes the scroll from the angels hand, the angel tells
John to eat the scroll. He also communicates that the scroll will be bitter in his stomach and
sweet in the mouth.
Response – Revelation 10:10: John provides another C1 response by eating the scroll and
describes the flavor as bitter in the stomach and sweet in the mouth.
Speech Act – Revelation 11:12: After the two prophets of Revelation 11 are resurrected, they
hear a voice from heaven giving the imperative to “come up here.”
Response – Revelation 11:12: The two prophets provide a C1 response as they “went up into
heaven in the cloud.”
Speech Act – Revelation 11:15: Loud voices in heaven proclaim the beginning of the kingdom
and proclaim the truth of Christ’s reign forever.
Response – Revelation 11:17: The twenty-four elders respond by praising God for his reign.
While the elders are not acting, their response to the truth proclaimed by the multitude of voices
provide precedent for categorizing their response as a C1.
Speech Act – Revelation 14:15: “One like a son of man” was sitting on a cloud, crowned with a
sickle in His hand. An angel, leaving the temple, tells him to swing the sickle across the earth for
it was ripe.
Response – Revelation 14:16: “The one like a son of man” provides a C1 response as He swings
His sickle across the earth as directed.
Speech Act – Revelation 14:18: Similar to the previous speech act, another angel tells the “one
like a son of man” to swing the sickle and gather the grapes from the earth.

Response – Revelation 14:19–20: In similar response, He swings His sickle and gathers the
grapes providing another C1 response.
Speech Act – Revelation 16:1: A loud voice comes from the temple commanding seven angels to
pour out seven bowls of judgement on the world.
Response – Revelation 16:2, 3, 4, 8, 10, 12, 17: A C1 response is provided as the seven angels
are recorded pouring out the bowls on the earth.
Speech Act – Revelation 17:1–2: One of the seven angels tells John that he is going to carry him
away to see “the judgement of the great harlot…”
Response – Revelation 17:3: A C1 response is provided in 17:3 as John is immediately carried
away into a wilderness and shown the details of the great harlot.
Speech Act – Revelation 17:7: As John is being shown the details of the great harlot, he
“wondered with great wonder.” As the angel responsible for revealing these things to him sees
this wonder, he responds by telling John that he will explain everything regarding what John has
seen in the previous six verses.
Response – Revelation 17:8–18: The angel intends to be taken based on a C1 understanding, or
normative understanding, as the angel then proceeds to explain in detail what John has just seen.
The highly figurative language has a normative meaning, and the angel explains the metaphor.
Speech Act – Revelation 19:5: After the fall of Babylon, a voice from the throne gives the
imperative to praise God.
Response – Revelation 19:6: The multitude of God’s bond-servants provide a C1 response as
they praise God by saying, “Hallelujah! For the Lord our God, the Almighty, reigns.”
Speech Act – Revelation 19:9: John is commanded to write “Blessed are those who are invited to
the marriage supper of the lamb.”
Response – Revelation 19:9: The fact that the words are recorded in the book of Revelation
shows John’s C1 understanding.
Speech Act – Revelation 19:17–18: As Christ returns to earth for the great war, an announcement
is made for all the birds of heaven to come so they can feast on the fallen kings and beasts.
Response – Revelation 19:21: The birds responded in a C1 fashion as they were “filled with their
flesh.”
Speech Act – Revelation 21:5: Again, John is commanded to write the words which God had
previously spoken in verses 3–4.
Response – Revelation 21:1–4: The presence of the words in verses 3–4 provide adequate
evidence to categorize John’s understanding as a C1 interpretation.
Speech Act – Revelation 21:9: One of the seven angels tells John to come so that the angel could
show him the “Bride of the Lamb.”
Response – Revelation 21:10–11: A C1 response is recorded in verses 10–11 as the angel carried
John away and showed him the details of the “Bride of the Lamb.”

Results
After reviewing each speech act within the book of Revelation and the response to each,
where one is provided, 22 of the 22 responses should be considered a C1 response. 100% of the
responses within the book of Revelation show a normative understanding of communication
providing overwhelming evidence for a prescribed internal model of interpretation.
Communication should be understood in a normative, common-sense fashion. The method of
interpretation which models this has become known as the Literal Grammatical-Historical
method as it utilizes grammar and context to understand the normative usage of language in the
communication being studied.
Among the various speech acts and responses, many of them are found within a context
showing figurative language. To understand Scripture in a normative way is not to disregard
figurative language, but to utilize the context provided by the Scriptures themselves to
understand when a figure of speech is used. A great example of this is found in Revelation 17:7–
18. As John is being shown this vast metaphor, he stands in wonder as to how he should
understand what is taking place. The context reveals the obvious use of metaphor as the angel
follows up by explaining what is being revealed using figurative language. There is a literal
meaning behind the figurative language, and the presence of figures of speech does not change
the hermeneutic employed by the reader.
A Brief Look at Other Views
After examining the text for an internal model of interpretation, it is worth interacting
with other scholars regarding various passages with the purposes of illustrating the importance,
reasons for disagreeing with the proposed model, and evaluating the worldview implications
(specifically within epistemology).
Charles Hodge, a reformed theologian, makes the claim that “prophecy makes a general
impression with regard to future events, which is reliable and salutary, while the details remain
in obscurity.”26 As an example of this, Hodge utilizes the failure of the first century Jews to
recognize the details of Jesus’ first advent. While, admittedly, in many ways the religious leaders
of Jesus’ day got it wrong, to base the argument on the response of leaders who Jesus
consistently rebuked for their lack of understanding and misplacement of God’s word is an
unreliable foundation for argumentation.27 As one examines the fulfillment of prophecies
regarding Jesus’ first advent, the details can be seen quite clearly, although admittedly what one
would consider detailed versus vague does come into play. The examples Hodge uses to justify
his argument comes from a misunderstanding of the prophecies themselves. For example, Hodge
argues that first century Jews misunderstood the prophecies regarding Jesus subduing the
nations, “He is to subdue all nations, not by the sword, as they supposed, but by truth and
love.”28 This conclusion assumes that the prophecy is in fact regarding Christ’s first advent. If
one takes later revelation into consideration, Revelation clearly shows that Jesus will come back
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and subdue the nations.29 This type of interpretive method leads Hodge to spiritualize much of
the prophecy found within the book of Revelation, including the nature of the millennial
kingdom.30
N.T. Wright models the importance of an internal precedent for interpretive method and
genre classification. Wright posits the idea that the book of Revelation is apocalyptic literature
and should be interpreted accordingly, just as one might interpret other apocalyptic literature
from the same era.31 Because of this, Wright concludes, “At the same time, as with biblical
prophecy more generally, the rich symbolic language invites multiple ‘applications’ and
‘interpretations’ as the various systems of pagan power behave in characteristic ways and the
church is faced with the challenge both of understanding what is happening and acting
appropriately [emphasis mine].”32 Many scholars would disagree with the idea of multiple
interpretation for various reasons; one being the loss of all effective communication and
meaning. However, because Wright considers the book of Revelation as apocalyptic literature,
the text has a meaning for the time it was written and for future events. Note, Wright is not
simply advocating for multiple applications as this author would but is also advocating for
multiple interpretations.
This idea plays a role in Revelation 17–18 as Wright identifies Babylon the Great as
symbolic for Rome. Interestingly, Wright makes the claim of Rome being the true Babylon the
Great but only defends his position by drawing parallels using further symbolism.33 What’s
problematic is there isn’t any internal evidence for interpreting the symbols this way. No doubt,
Wrights precommitment to a massive use of symbolism comes from his understanding of
apocalyptic literature and his precommitment to the book of Revelation being found within that
genre.
Lastly, the 144,000 of Revelation 7 provide another useful case study. As Revelation
presents the 144,000 as the “bond-servants of God”34 coming from the “Tribes of Israel”35 and
continues by listing how many bond-servants from each tribe, a normative understanding of the
passage would lead one to believe that the 144,000 are actually 144,000 Jews. However, Ryken
posits “The number of the redeemed—144,000—symbolizes completeness (foursquare
symbolism of 12 times 12, and all 12 tribes represented) and magnitude (inasmuch as 1,000
symbolized a multitude in ancient times).”36 Ryken provides the 144,000 as an example of how
numbers should be taken figuratively within the book of Revelation. Ryken’s reasoning for the
symbolic nature of numbers is based upon other extra-biblical apocalyptic sources.
Wright likewise states, “The number of 144,000 from the twelve tribes is symbolic for
the church as the continuing expression of Israel,” yet provides no reasoning for his
understanding. If one is understanding the Bible using a normative methodology, symbolism
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must be precedented within the context of the passage.37 To establish a passage as symbolic
simply because of an external genre assigned to the book places the genre as authoritative, not
the Bible, leading to a Genre Hermeneutics.
Conclusion
Regardless of genre, the book of Revelation presents an internal precedent for a
normative interpretive method whenever approaching the book. Genre is important whenever
approaching books of the Bible, but in this case, because of the internal precedent set, the
argument of genre does not play a role. Beyond this, to deviate from a normative interpretive
method whenever approaching the Scriptures as a whole requires strong exegetical proof as Cone
has so clearly explained as mentioned earlier. To deviate from this method without exegetical
support is to throne oneself as authoritative, deviating from the Biblical worldview. Due to the
foundational nature of epistemology whenever studying worldview, this point cannot be over
emphasized.
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